VMD Tutorial - 1.0 About VMD and this Tutorial

1. About VMD and this Tutorial

VMD is designed for modeling, visualization, and analysis of biological systems such as proteins, nucleic acids, lipid bilayer assemblies, etc. It may be used to view
more general molecules, as VMD can read standard Protein Data Bank (PDB) files and display the contained structure. VMD provides a wide variety of methods for
rendering and coloring a molecule: simple points and lines, CPK spheres and cylinders, licorice bonds, backbone tubes and ribbons, cartoon drawings, and others.
VMD can be used to animate and analyze the trajectory of a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. In particular, VMD can act as a graphical front end for an external
MD program by displaying and animating a molecule undergoing simulation on a remote computer. ( http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd )
The owner of the copyright for this basic tutorial is Andrea Minoia, from Chembytes ( http://chembytes.wikidot.com )
Version 1.0 - October, 24th 2010

Lesson 1: VMD's Graphical User Interface
VMD's GUI Overview
The Main Window
Trajectory Controls
Menus: global view

1. VMD's GUI Overview

1) VMD Main Window:
2) VMD Display Window: your molecules are displayed here
3) VMD Console: shows info and allows typing commands

2. The Main Window

(1) Menu' bar: Access to the different functions via menu'
(2) Molecules' description: shows some info about the loaded structure:
ID: Numeric index used by VMD to identify the structure. Molecules can be considered as to be organized in a stack.
T: set the top molecule.
A/A: activate/inactivate molecules. Inactive molecules are unaffected by mouse actions and scripts.
D/D: display/hide molecules. Hidden molecules are not shown in the Display Window.
F/F: freeze/unfreeze molecules. Frozen molecules will not swivel, rotate nor translate.
Molecule: display the name of the structure.
Atoms: display the number of atoms found in the structure
Frames: display the number of frames found in the structure
(3) Trajectory controls: help to navigate the loaded trajectory; only the top molecule will be affected.

3. Trajectory Controls

(1): play backwards / jump to the previous frame
(2): play forward / jump to the next frame
(3): set size of the step (in frames) between frames to visualize
play modes:
Once: play all the trajectory once, from the beginning to the end;
Loop: play all the trajectory in loop
Rock: Play all the trajectory forward and backward

4. Menus: global view

Global view of the menus accessible from the main window: File, Molecule, Graphics, Display, Mouse, Extensions and Help.

Lesson 2: Basics about Molecules in VMD
Load Structures into VMD via the GUI -ILoad Structures into VMD via the GUI -IILoading Structures into VMD from Terminal
Delete Molecules / Frames
Save Coordinates
Load/Save VMD State

Rendering VMD Scene
Move Molecules in VMD

1. Load Structures into VMD via the GUI -I-

(1) Choose New Molecule from the File Menu
(2) The Molecule File Browser Windows will appear
(3) Choose where to load the new structure. It can be a new molecule or, if present, one of the molecules already loaded in VMD
(4) Browse or write the name of the file containing the structure to load
(5) By default VMD tries to determine the file type by its extension. In case of troubles, you can manually specify the right format in the
drop down menu
(6) In case you load a multiframe structure, such as a trajectory, you can specify which frames to load and if load them in background or all
at once
(7) Load the structure

2. Load Structures into VMD via the GUI -II-

The Molecule File Browser Windows (3) can be called also
(1) Right clicking in the Main Windows and ...
(2) Choosing New Molecules from the pop up menu

3. Loading Structures into VMD from Terminal

(1) Load a pdb structure
(2) Load a cartesian XYZ structure
(3) Load a TINKER structure. Due to the .xyz extension, the file type is specified by the -tinker parameter
(4) Load a gromacs structure.
(5) Load a gromacs structure and a gromacs xtc trajectory in one VMD molecule

4. Delete Molecules / Frames

This will affect the selected molecules, not necessarily the "top" molecule.
Delete Molecule:
(1) Choose Delete Molecule from the Molecule Menu or ...
(2) Right-click on the Main Window and choose Delete Molecule from the popup menu
Delete Frames:
As for deleting molecules, only choose Delete Frames. This will display the Frame Selector Window (3), so to choose which frames should
be removed.

5. Save Coordinates

(1) Choose Save Coordinates either right clicking in the Main Windows or in the File Menu
(2) Choose from which VMD molecule save the data
(3) Optionally, you can select atoms or replicas to write a subsets of the VMD molecule's coordinates
(4) Choose the file format for the saved coordinates among all the possible formats
(5) Optionally, you can save coordinates from all or some frames
(6) Click on Save the coordinates in the file and location you specify.

6. Load/Save VMD State

(1) You can save your VMD session, i.e. open molecules, graphical representation, measurements, etc. by saving the VMD stats from the
File Menu
(2) With Load State it is then possible to load back a saved VMD session.

7. Rendering VMD Scene

Nice VMD scenes can be rendered to produce stunning images for papers, posters and presentation. Once you are satisfy with what you
see on screen:
(1) Choose Render from File Menu
(2) Choose the rendering method (it may require some third party software installed, e.g. povray)
(3) Choose the file name and location for your image
(4) If required, tune the rendering parameters
(5) Start rendering what is displayed in the VMD Display Window

8. Move Molecules in VMD

Once you load a structure, rotations, translations and scaling are usually applied to the view and do not chance the original coordinates of the
system.
From Mouse -> Move Menu, or by using keyboard shortcuts 5 6 7 8 9, select which part of the system move.
(1) Left-click on the part to move to translate it. (2) Shift+left-click and Alt+right-click allows rotations along different axes.

Lesson 3: Graphical Representations
Graphical Representation Main Window
The Selections Tab
The Trajectory Tab
The Periodic Tab

1. Graphical Representation Main Window

The way to display the system (or part of it) is controlled by the graphical representation window (Graphics -> Representations Menu).
(1) Select on which molecule work among all the molecules loaded;
(2) Create or Remove a replica. Creating replica allow to apply different styles to different part of the system;
(3) Display the style, the coloring and the selection for the different replicas and select a replica to work with;
(4) Specify which atoms select for the selected replica. Mastering the way to select atoms will help to produce stunning images (and much
more);
(5) Tab menu to access different functionalities;
(6) Choose a Coloring Methods for the selected replica (e.g. Name, Color, Type, Element, Position, ...);
(7) Choose the Material used for the selected replica (e.g. Metal, Glossy, Glass, Transparent, Opaque, ...);
(8) Choose the Drawing Method for the selected replica (e.g. Lines, VdW, Licorice, Bonds; Points, CPK, Surface, ...);
(9) Some controls to enhance the quality of the selected replica.

2. The Selections Tab

The Selections Tab allows to select atoms in an interactive way:
(1) Choose a word among all listed. These do not need further arguments to specify the selection;
(2) You can use logical operator to negate a selection or concatenate more selections in a single replica;
(3) Choose a keyword among all listed. Depending on the molecule used each keyword can have more values;

(4) Keywords's values are listed here. In the image, the keyword name has two values: C and H. You have to pick one to make your
selection;
(5) Apply or Reset your selection

3. The Trajectory Tab

Allows to control the replicas along the trajectory

4. The Periodic Tab

Allows to display the periodic images (if the geometry of the simulation box has been set):
(1) Choose along which direction you want to display the periodic image(s);
(2) Toggle on/off the visualization of the simulation box
(3) Set the number of images to display

Lesson 4: Labels
The Labels Main Windows
The Graph Tab
The Properties Tab

1. The Labels Main Windows

(1) Choose label type among Atoms, Bonds, Angles, Dihedrals, Springs
(2) Select the label you want
(3) Show it, hide it or delete it
(4) Tab bar
(5) Properties for the selected label

2. The Graph Tab

This tab allows to visualize and save graphs for the selected label. It works for Bonds, Angles and Dihedrals along a trajectory.
(1) Choose the label
(2) Optional: Toggle on/off the preview
(3) Visualize the graph
(4) save the graph on file
Beware that the label are not rescaled with the size of the simulation box, so jumps can occur if part of the molecule cross the box
boundaries.

3. The Properties Tab

This tab allows to set size, position and text of the selected label.
(1) Select the label;
(2) Set the size of the text
(3) Use the mouse to displace the text with respect the default position
(4) Set the text to display for the selected Atoms label: %R Residue name, %d Residue ID, %a Name, %q charge, %i Index

Lesson 5: Advanced VMD's functions
VMD Shortcuts
TCL scripting
RMSD Calculator
Nanotube Builder

1. VMD Shortcuts

2. TCL scripting

VMD is scriptable using TCL, meaning that VMD functionalities can be used, combined and extended using TCL language. Scripts can be
loaded, write on the fly and used from the VMD Tk Console (2)
To fire up the Tk Console, choose Tk Console from the Extension Menu (1).

3. RMSD Calculator

(1) Fire up the RMSD Tool Window from the Extensions -> Analysis -> RMSD Calculator
(2) Choose the selection of atoms to be used to calculate the RMSD
(3) Modify the list of molecules to consider
(4) Choose the molecule of riferement among those proposed
(5) Align molecules with respect top or selected molecule
(6) Calculate the RMSD or average RMSD
(7) Results for total RMSD and RMSD deviations for each molecules are shown

4. Nanotube Builder

A very simple nanotube builder can be found in Extensions -> Modeling -> Nanotube Builder Menu
Note that no Hydrogen atoms are used to saturate the edges of the nanotube.

